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Thesis Question: Given civil resistance is systematically 
more advantageous than insurgent warfare, under what 
situations might a civil resistance develop?
• Topic predicated on the idea that SOF is ideally suited to contribute to 
social revolutions, based on Votel, Cleveland, Connett, and Irwins’ 
“Unconventional Warfare in the Gray Zone” 
• By identifying where civil and violent resistance manifest, SOF can 
increase flexibility in the UW environment by applying the proper 
strategy to the appropriate environment
• The thesis identifies that a strategic choice for resistance is grounded on 
the operational environment and ethnic power relations of the state Violent and Nonviolent Resistances and Successes by Year
To Be Violent or Civil:
Understanding Why Resistance Movements 
Change Their Strategies
Key Findings
• Increasing the number of ethnic junior partner power 
sharing groups in a government  raises the probability for 
violent resistance.
• Increasing the number of senior partner power sharing 
groups increases the probability for nonviolent resistance
• Whether the resistance chooses violent or civil resistance, 
the state’s propensity is typically to repress the population.
• Resistances conduct a transition to nonviolent resistance 
when the insurgency is marginalized and incapable of 
continuing effective attacks, while the movement is still able 
to maintain itself as a political organization
• The Chinese practice of sinicization, or emigration of ethnic 
Han into Tibet, has disrupted an ability for civil mass 
mobilization.  This strategy was copied by Morocco in West 
Sahara and demonstrates a state capability for disrupting 
resistance movements.
• How can SOF incorporate civil resistance 
strategy into doctrine and training
• How does SOF manage the transition of a 
movement from insurgency, through civil 
resistance, to an acceptable government
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A states probable response to a resistance movement 
using the MAR and NAVCO 2.0 Databases
Research Structure and Design
• Quantitative analysis on the ethnic power 
distribution in a state and a power groups 
strategic choice for violence or civil resistance
• Game theoretic model depicting a resistance’s 
choice of violent or civil resistance against a 
state’s choice of a COIN or repression strategy
• Qualitative analysis on violent insurgencies which 
transitioned into a civil resistance in Tibet, West 
Sahara, and East Timor
Regression models depicting a resistances probability for violent or civil 
resistance using the NAVCO 2.0 and EPR databases.
Future Research
